Please print, sign and present this letter along with the rest of the documentation of the project when sending it by post to the CCCB.

**NAME OF THE PRESENTED WORK + PRIZE CODE (CCCB):**

```
ZAC CLICHY BATIGNOLLES FOOTBRIDGE + K268
```

**NAME OF THE PRESENTER:**

```
Marc Mihram Architecture & Associés
```

With this document, the presenter of this work wishes to submit his/her application to participate in the **European Prize for Urban Public Space 2018** and declares that, as the legitimate owner or holder of the copyright of any photographs or other materials submitted for the Prize, he/she grants worldwide royalty-free rights to the Centre de Cultura Contemporània de Barcelona (CCCB) and to other organisers of the European Prize for Urban Public Space 2018, to make use in any form or by any means and for an unlimited period of time, of the photographs, along with any other material submitted, with the aim of making the information available, and for promotion purposes of any present or future activity related to the Prize (exhibition, publication, etc..), including its permanent display at the publicspace.org website.

Signed,

On **Tuesday** day **28** month **February** 2018

European Prize for Urban Public Space 2018 - CCCB
c/ Montalegre, 5 08001 Barcelona (Spain)